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SUBJECT: REGIONAL FARE SYSTEM PLAN 
 
ACTION: ADOPT REGIONAL FARE SYSTEM PLAN (RFSP) 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
Adopt Regional Fare System Plan (RFSP). 
 
 
ISSUE 
 
The original intent of the Universal Fare System (UFS), now known as TAP, was to 
create a seamless regional fare program that could be used cooperatively throughout 
the region. With infrastructure in place, the system is now equipped for full regional 
operation and a movement toward the originally envisioned Universal Fare System is 
within reach. This report outlines the planned conversion to a Regional Fare System.    
 
 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
The purpose of the RFSP is to create a seamless fare system that enables to 
conveniently transfer between transit services provided by different operators.  This plan 
provides a systematic framework for beginning phased implementation of a regional 
fare system.  The system is a key component of the adopted Long Range 
Transportation Plan Public Transportation Element.    
 
 
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
 
The Board could choose not to adopt the RFSP, however this is inconsistent with the 
agreement among operators to date to develop a regional fare system, customer 
feedback supportive of electronic payment systems, and the adopted LRTP strategy to 
implement a regional seamless fare system.  In addition, not moving forward with such 
a plan will eliminate the possibility of leveraging investments made to date in updated 
fare payment technologies.   



FINANCIAL IMPACT 

There is no financial impact to the implementation of the proposed RFSP. Plan 
activities are included in the FYI 1 Budget for the Communications Strategic Business 
Unit in Cost Center 3020. The RFSP is included in the adopted 2009 LRTP. 

The Universal Fare System (UFS) and the utilization of smart card technology have 
been in development in the region for over ten years. With valuable input from all 
regional operators, the existing system is currently technologically equipped to handle 
the area's diverse tariff requirements and fare policies. 

Common Platform 
In order to establish a regional fare structure, a common platform is required. Absent of 
an integrated platform, a regional system cannot be achieved. TAP is the common 
technology platform that was agreed upon for use by the region using the specifications 
identified in the Universal Fare System contract, and within this technology, stored value 
or debit purse is the transactional platform that will allow seamless travel between 
agencies. Now that regional operating rules have been adopted, it is time to 
operationally enable a common transactional platform that integrates TAP to all 
participants. 

Reconciliation of revenue transactions that were captured on stored value over the 2 
year pilot with regional agencies is the first step. The regional clearing function has 
been tested and is successfully clearing sales transactions for the last 12 months. The 
financial settlement of those accounts will take place in the first quarter of 201 1. 
Immediately following, Metro will also enable the debiting of stored value from 
customers using the TAP card when riding bus and rail service, thereby completing the 
common transactional platform, and joining agencies such as Foothill Transit, Culver 
CityBus, Montebello, Norwalk, AVTA and Santa Clarita who have already implemented 
stored value on their bus systems. 

Incremental Growth 
Participation is the cornerstone to a regional fare system. Due to a variety of 
circumstances, two of the original nine TAP participants are at fare box installation 
stages of implementation. The original goal was to complete the conversion of all 
participants before engaging in a regional system. However, participating agencies 
wanted a phased roll-out that permitted controlled issuance of the TAP debit card 
feature so that any technological anomalies could be detected immediately. No 
engineering or design flaws were detected over this 2 year long pilot period; however, 
operational impacts resulting from divergent application or local interpretation of 
regional policies has been an operational issue for some partners. As each of the TAP 
participating agencies installed their own fleet with the UFS fare boxes their system was 
customized to accommodate local independent fare policies and tariff regulations 
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impacting regional transfer policies. Some of these localized divergences to fare policies 
were accommodated technologically but have challenged the regional implementation 
effort. In order to complete a regional fare system, policies that impact common tariffs 
must be addressed to accommodate a cohesive, fully integrated common transactional 
platform. Given these derivations in the implementation cycle, incremental enrollment by 
regional agencies into the regional fare system will be the approach to controlled 
growth. Willing participants will be given the opportunity to opt in as they become ready. 

Svstem Milestones 
As the regional system progresses, specific program milestones must be achieved. With 
each milestone the regional system becomes better defined in accordance to a fully 
integrated UFS design specification. Current and completed milestones include: 
selection of technology; regional procurement of system; establishment of regional 
customer service; creation of a regional service agreement; development of a regional 
central computer; installation of local and regional capital equipment; acceptance of the 
end-to-end regional system and adoption of regional operating rules. Future milestones 
include: electronic financial settlement; the launch of Metro stored value; incremental 
correction of regional policy anomalies; paper fare media conversion; and system 
expansion; and incremental RFSP conversion. . 

Svstem and Policv Anomalies 
With stored value as the standard transactional platform using the UFS design 
specifications, fare policy anomalies would have to be addressed as operators come on 
line. At present, variations in fare media variety and localized interpretations of 
interagency policies serve as barriers to implementation of the desired seamless 
regional system. While the intent of many operators is to remain autonomous, system 
and policy anomalies can prevent participation in a regional fare system and become 
barriers for inclusion if the majority of participants have consensus on an integrated 
regional fare policy. The goal is to operate on a unified, integrated technologically 
designed common transactional platform so that participants can maintain their local 
autonomy while agreeing to operational application and acceptance of regional policies 
that appear seamless and provides ease of use and convenience to customers. 

Plan Outline 
The following is an outline for the RFSP that identifies past achievements and future 
milestones. 

Technology Selection COMPLETE 

System Procurement COMPLETE 

Regional Customer Service COMPLETE 

Maintenance Agreement COMPLETE 

Central Computer COMPLETE 

System Acceptance COMPLETE 
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 Operating Rules    COMPLETE 

 Regional Capital Installation  COMPLETE (95%) 

 Financial Reconciliation of “pilot”  Q1    2011 

 Metro Stored Value    Q2    2011 

 Routine Financial Settlement   Q2    2011 

 Incremental Policy Anomaly Corrections Q3  2011 

 Fare Media Conversion    Q2 Q3   2011 

 System Expansion    Q2 Q4   2011 

 Incremental RFS Conversion   Q2 Q1  2011 2012 
 Transfer Conversion   Q1 Q2  2012 

 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
With the goal of an integrated regional seamless fare system in mind, the Board‘s 
adoption of the RFSP is needed to establish direction and solidify a timeline for 
implementation. Absent of adoption, the region will continue to remain fragmented in its 
approach to a cohesive regional fare structure to leverage investment in a fully 
integrated fare system. Adoption of the RFSP will create a clear direction that helps 
ensure a regional fare system can be successfully implemented by 2012. 
 
 
 
Prepared by:   Matt Raymond, Chief Communications Officer 
 



Matt ~ a y d o n d  
Chief Communications Officer 
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